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Organization  Name Lead Contact Phone 
Number 

Email Address 

Provide all updated 
information 

    

     

Outputs (Direct 
products of 
program 
activities) 

YES NO Response if 
output exists. 

Response if 
output doesn’t 

exist. 

Specifics about 
programs 

    

1.) Does your program 
have staff that provide 
direct outreach to 
prevent violence? If 
yes, how many? 

    

2.) What part of the 
city are you targeting? 
Is it a section of the 
city or a specific 
neighborhood? 

    

3.) Does your 
organization have a 
mission statement? 

    

4.) Does your 
organization utilize an 
evidence-based 
modality in your 
outreach work?  

    

5.) What are the 
intended outcomes of 
your program in 
relation to violence 
prevention? 

    



Measurables about 
programming 

    

1.) What decrease in 
gun violence do you 
expect to obtain? 

    

2.) Since receiving this 
grant, how many 
outreach events have 
you produced that will 
pro-actively engage 
youth?  

    

3.) How many times a 
year can your 
organization gather 
data for outcome 
evaluation reviews? 

    

Achievable items     
1.) How does your 
organization curb or 
eradicate the city’s 
epidemic of violence? 

.    

2.) Does your program 
have the necessary 
inputs (funds, 
community support, 
political support) to 
accomplish this 
program objective? 

    

3.) Is your program 
objective streamlined 
enough to keep fidelity 
regarding the focus to 
end violence, or is it 
too broad? 

    

4.) Can this objective 
be successfully 
executed without 
external supports 
and/or policy changes 
occurring? Mention 
barriers that may 
impede any progress. 

    

Relevancy items     
1.) Is your program 
solely focused on 
ending violence in the 
city of Pittsburgh? If 

    



not, how does ending 
violence help your 
program objectives? 
2.) What specific 
aspect of your 
programming would 
flourish if violence is 
curbed or eradicated? 

    

3.) Does ending 
violence have support 
from all program staff 
and board members? 
Your other funders? 

    

4.) Does ending 
violence align with 
your program’s 
broader organizational 
priorities? 

    

Time-Bounds     
1.) Per your forecast & 
efforts, when will 
violence be ended or 
curbed in geographical 
area that is being 
focused on? 

    

2.) If your program’s 
plan to end/curb 
violence requires 
stages for 
implementation, what 
is the time-frame for 
each stage? 

    

3.) Is the time frame 
too short? Too long? 
Realistic? Please 
explain all thoughts 
and concerns. 

    

4.) What external 
and/or internal 
deadlines should be 
considered to 
successfully achieve 
this objective on time 
after receiving 
funding? 

    

     
 


